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Session Context

This session is designed to address two of Louisiana’s Believe to Achieve Educational 

Priorities:

• Remove barriers and create equitable, inclusive learning experiences for all children

• Provide the highest quality teaching and learning environment

https://www.louisianabelieves.com/resources/about-us/believe-to-achieve
https://www.louisianabelieves.com/resources/about-us/believe-to-achieve
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Session Goals

• Explore the relationship between the practices of Developing and Using Models and 
Constructing Explanations from the Louisiana Student Standards for Science (LSSS). 

• Examine how the shifts in writing and drawing for sensemaking support students in 
building the knowledge and skills called for by LSSS. 

• Analyze samples of student work to plan student supports in writing and drawing for 
sensemaking. 



Modeling and Constructing Explanations
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Connections Between Developing and Using Models and 
Constructing Explanations

“Modeling and forming explanations are two critical ways that scientists build knowledge and 
then test, critique, and revise that knowledge. They are tools that scientists use to help them 
make sense of the world.” 

Models are a type of explanation. Scientists construct explanations for many different 
reasons. Explanations are not descriptions and they are not answers to questions. They offer 
a plausible account that speaks to the “why” and/or “how” of a phenomenon.

Learning in Places Collaborative. (2020). Framework: Modeling and Forming Explanations. Bothell, Seattle, WA & Evanston, IL: 

Learning in Places.

http://learninginplaces.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/framework_Modeling-and-Forming-Explanations.pdf
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The Framework for K-12 Science Education emphasizes the need 
for students to “learn science in large part through their active 
involvement in the practices of science” (pg. 283). When educators 
effectively support and encourage engagement with the practices, 
they provide an entry point for science learning and build agency 
for all students. 

National Research Council. 2012. A Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and 
Core Ideas. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press.https://doi.org/10.17226/13165.

Practices Build Agency

https://www.nap.edu/read/13165/chapter/16#283


Shifts in Writing and Drawing for Sensemaking
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Shifts In Writing and Drawing for Sensemaking

“There have been significant shifts in some fundamental 
understandings in the way that human beings learn. 
Increasingly, the emphasis is on learning with understanding 
rather than memorization. While knowing facts is important, 
useable knowledge is better”

Learning in Places Collaborative (2021). Culture and Learning. Learning in Places website 

http://learninginplaces.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/IET_01_CultureLearningResearchBrief-Issue1.pdf

http://learninginplaces.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/IET_01_CultureLearningResearchBrief-Issue1.pdf


Shifts in Writing and Drawing for Sensemaking

Less of a Focus on More of a Focus on

Writing/Drawing only for students to show what they 
know

Writing/drawing for students to figure things out - building 
understandings of phenomena and science ideas

Writing/drawing for recall, fact recitation, copying down 
notes or images, or procedure writing

Writing/drawing to make sense of investigations, readings, 
and experiences; to synthesize learning; to communicate 
to others

Decontextualized science vocabulary work Using science vocabulary when students need it and 
building off of their resources and language repertoires

Privileging final form only - reports, written arguments, 
final modes, etc.

Prioritizing multiple and varied forms of writing/drawing 
across the unit

Writing/drawing for a “general” single audience (i.e. 
teacher)

Writing/drawing for different audiences (myself, others) 
for difference pieces with different purposes

single, disconnectioned writing/drawing tasks Writing/drawing as a continuing practice

AFrom Supporting Student Sensemaking: Developing and Using Models and Constructing Explanations adapted from OpenSciEd “Instructional Strategies for Writing and Drawing” and “Shifts in Writing and Drawing for 

Sensemaking” with permission under Creative Commons license, Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0)

https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/year-long-planning/supporting-student-sensemaking-in-developing-and-using-models-and-constructing-explanations.pdf
https://htmlsimulations.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Handout-Instructional-Strategies-for-Writing-and-Drawing.pdf
https://htmlsimulations.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Handout-Shifts-in-Writing_Drawing-for-Sensemaking.pdf
https://htmlsimulations.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Handout-Shifts-in-Writing_Drawing-for-Sensemaking.pdf
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Used from inquiryHub Biology with permission under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KgbVNbiKw9vHIjqLwVs17t8zTc4b5EKA8Wbyy8kOz1I/edit
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


LESSON 11:

How can we reduce the negative 
impacts of human activity on climate?

Used from inquiryHub Biology with permission under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KgbVNbiKw9vHIjqLwVs17t8zTc4b5EKA8Wbyy8kOz1I/edit
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Thinking about Carbon Dioxide

What do you know about carbon dioxide?

How does carbon dioxide affect the 
environment?

Used from inquiryHub Biology with permission under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KgbVNbiKw9vHIjqLwVs17t8zTc4b5EKA8Wbyy8kOz1I/edit
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1SgmFa0r04






Sharing Our Ideas

What did you notice in the chart?

What are you wondering about?

Used from inquiryHub Biology with permission under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KgbVNbiKw9vHIjqLwVs17t8zTc4b5EKA8Wbyy8kOz1I/edit
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Possible Solution?

Used from inquiryHub Biology with permission under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUsKbSrCEQ8
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KgbVNbiKw9vHIjqLwVs17t8zTc4b5EKA8Wbyy8kOz1I/edit
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Reviewing the Video

What were the claims made in the video?

Do you think these claims are true?

Used from inquiryHub Biology with permission under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KgbVNbiKw9vHIjqLwVs17t8zTc4b5EKA8Wbyy8kOz1I/edit
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Modeling the Claim

Trees take carbon dioxide out of the air as 
they grow, storing it as wood

How is this possible??

Used from inquiryHub Biology with permission under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KgbVNbiKw9vHIjqLwVs17t8zTc4b5EKA8Wbyy8kOz1I/edit
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Sharing our Models

What is similar and different between them?

What questions come up for you?

Used from inquiryHub Biology with permission under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KgbVNbiKw9vHIjqLwVs17t8zTc4b5EKA8Wbyy8kOz1I/edit
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Using Student Models and Explanations to Inform 
Instruction



From LDOE Planning Guide for Science Instruction

https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/year-long-planning/planning-guide-for-science-instruction.pdf?sfvrsn=9eb56618_6


Questions to Consider

What are the components of a good model?

What parts of the system should be represented?
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Supports for Modeling

From Supporting Student Sensemaking: Developing and Using Models and Constructing Explanations adapted from OpenSciEd “Instructional Strategies 
for Writing and Drawing” and “Shifts in Writing and Drawing for Sensemaking” with permission under Creative Commons license, Attribution 4.0 
International (CC BY 4.0)

https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/year-long-planning/supporting-student-sensemaking-in-developing-and-using-models-and-constructing-explanations.pdf
https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/year-long-planning/supporting-student-sensemaking-in-developing-and-using-models-and-constructing-explanations.pdf
https://htmlsimulations.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Handout-Instructional-Strategies-for-Writing-and-Drawing.pdf
https://htmlsimulations.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Handout-Instructional-Strategies-for-Writing-and-Drawing.pdf
https://htmlsimulations.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Handout-Shifts-in-Writing_Drawing-for-Sensemaking.pdf
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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What can this tell us about 
student sensemaking around 
the phenomenon?

What are next steps for 
supporting the practice of 
modeling?
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What can this tell us about 
student sensemaking around 
the phenomenon?

What are next steps for 
supporting the practice of 
modeling?
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What can this tell us about 
student sensemaking around 
the phenomenon?

What are next steps for 
supporting the practice of 
modeling?



How does this work support building student agency with 
Science and Engineering practices?



Please contact STEM@la.gov with questions.

mailto:STEM@la.gov

